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1. Find out meaningful word related to internet from jumbled words :

kipewidia

(1) Encyclopedia (2) Web-site

(3) Knowledge (4) Wikipedia

2. Read the sentences. Find out the word which gives correct meaning of

sentence :

Gopal wanted to choose the royal physician for Maharaja. He called the

candidates who could relieve him from ..............................

(1) pens (2) pains

(3) panes (4) pence

3. Choose the correct alternative from the following options which means :

Mansukh could not walk fast but he found a long, thick rope out of his

luggage. The ill feeling vanished in a flash.

(1) in some seconds (2) at once

(3) after sometime (4) with lightening

4. Four pairs are given. Which pair is not pair of opposite words ?

(1) incomplete × complete (2) poor × rich

(3) hard × easy (4) praise × admire

I



5. Choose the correct option which doesn’t match the situation :

Raman got first prize in competition. His mother showed happiness. She

said,

(1) “What a pleasant surprise !”

(2) “What a clever boy you are !”

(3) “How hardworking you are !”

(4) “Don’t run away.”

6. Read the sentence and choose two correct options by guessing the meaning

of underlined word :

The teacher said, “Look at every p lant . Choose that part which has

medicinal value.”

(1) place where industrial process takes place

(2) to put in the ground to grow, useful to us in many ways

(3) a place where power is produced

(4) a living thing that grows on the earth and usually has stem, leaves,

roots

7. Read the riddle and choose the correct alternative :

I have three blades,

It rotates in clockwise direction,

It gives cool air and breeze when you switch on,

It makes you pleasant in summer.

(1) window (2) fan

(3) helicopter (4) grinder



8. Choose the correct alternative which is used to make food tasty and

delicious :

(1) GARLIC (2) CHILLY

(3) MINT (4) GINGER

9. Choose the correct alternative :

Ancient Indian ............................. the science of ship-building and

navigation very well.

(1) knows (2) know

(3) knew (4) had known



10. Choose the correct alternative from the following table :

                    Column ‘A’          Column ‘B’

(1) Teacher told many stories. (a) Many stories will be told by 

teacher.

(2) Teacher was telling many (b) Many stories were told by 

stories. teacher.

(3) Teacher tells many stories. (c) Many stories were being told 

by teacher.

(4) Teacher will tell many (d) Many stories are told by 

stories. teacher.

(1) (1)—(b), (2)—(c), (3)—(d), (4)—(a)

(2) (1)—(c), (2)—(b), (3)—(a), (4)—(d)

(3) (1)—(d), (2)—(a), (3)—(b), (4)—(c)

(4) (1)—(a), (2)—(c), (3)—(b), (4)—(d)

11. Find out the correct alternative for the type of tense of underlined

word :

Ninad flew his kite and the kite rose high in the sky.

(1) Simple present tense (2) Present perfect tense

(3) Past perfect tense (4) Simple past tense



12. Complete the sentence using the correct conjunction to form sentence of

indirect speech :

Don Quixote said ............................. he was not afraid of his enemy.

(1) to (2) that

(3) if (4) why

13. Identi fy the adjectives from the given words. choose two cor rec t

alternatives :

(1) small (2) buy

(3) hopeful (4) cook

14. Read the following conversation. Choose the correct alternative which

shows permission :

Student � ....................... I come in ?

Teacher � Yes, come in.

(1) Can (2) Could

(3) Will (4) May

15. Read the dialogue. Choose the correct alternative :

Meenakshi � Where is the bird ?

Madhukaka � There it is. It is ...................... that bush.

(1) behind (2) into

(3) in (4) above



16. Choose one correct alternative :

(1) Stick ‘C’ is the largest stick of all.

(2) Stick ‘B’ is not as long as stick ‘A’.

(3) Stick ‘A’ is longer than stick ‘B’.

(4) The stick ‘C’ is no longer than stick ‘A’.

17. Read the following note. Choose the correct alternative :

Mother returned home along with grandfather. she found Prachi’s note.

Dear Mother,

I have gone out to buy books. My friend will stay with us. Please

cook some ................. food.

(1) tasty (2) salty

(3) boiled (4) raw



18. Read the conversation between Sanjay and the stranger at the bus-stop.

Choose one correct alternative :

Sanjay � Excuse me, which bus does go to railway station ?

Stranger � Bus No. 143 goes to railway station.

Sanjay � Thanks.

Stranger � .................. please.

Sanjay � Yes, Sir.

(1) Hold on (2) Wait for your turn

(3) Show your ID (4) Silence

19. Choose one correct alternative :

Use cycle, gain health, save wealth, free from .......................

(1) meditation (2) conversation

(3) relation (4) pollution



Instruction for Q. No. 20 :

Read the advertisement and choose one correct alternative :

Aniket Tours and Travels

Spend your summer vacation with fun 

and site seeing.

Book for two adults and get booking 

for two kids free.

Offer closes on 10th May.

Mode of Transport of your choice.

Aeroplane, Railway, Bus Service, Boat Service.

Choose tour plans

Goa Coastal Karnataka

Mumbai Gujrat

Delhi Madhya Pradesh

Hyderabad Kullu-Manali

e-mail : aniket.tour@gmail.com

20. Your friend Joseph wants to visit Coastal Karnataka. His father is busy. So

they want to choose mode of transport which will make their trip of short

duration.

Choose one correct option which make their trip of short duration :

(1) Bus Service (2) Railway

(3) Boat (4) Aeroplane



Instructions for Q. No. 21 to Q. No. 23 :

Read the passage and choose the correct option :

Medicine is the science and practice of diagnosis, treatment and prevention

of disease. The word medicine is derived from Latin medicus, meaning

‘a physician’. Ayurvedic medicine is one of the world’s holistic healing.

Ayurved has historical roots in Indian sub-continent. Plant based

treatment is Ayurveda may be derived from roots, fruits, barks or seeds.

The primary focus of Ayurvedic medicine is to promote good health rather

than fight diseases. Treatment may include breathing exercises, diet

changes, lifestyle changes, meditation and yoga.

21. Choose the correct alternative of the following :

The primary focus of Ayurvedic medicine is to promote ..............

(1) diet changes, lifestyle changes

(2) good health rather than fight diseases

(3) diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease

(4) meditation and yoga



22. Choose two correct alternatives to form the web diagram :

(1) diet changes (2) historical roots

(3) lifestyle changes (4) practice

23. Choose one correct alternative :

If the medicine is the science and practice of diagnosis, then ......................

is the science of earth surface and physical features.

(1) geometry (2) geography

(3) physics (4) global

Instructions for Question Nos. 24 and 25 :

Read the passage and choose the correct alternatives for Question

Nos. 24 and 25 :

This is the special radio-programme about earthquakes, and what people

should do in case an earthquake occurs. Of all the natural calamities

earthquakes are the worst. They strike without warning, last for only a few



seconds and cause heavy damage. But remember : Do not panic during an

earthquake. If you can reach open ground within seconds, do so. If you are

in a building, turn away from glass windows. Take cover under a desk or

table. Put both hands on the back of your neck and tuck your head down. If

you are outside a building, stay out. When the earthquake is over, you can

leave your shelter.

24. Complete the following web by choosing the correct option :

If earthquake occurs and you are in building, what should you do ?

(1) climb on the bed

(2) pull on a blanket and sleep

(3) take cover under a desk or table

(4) none of the above

25. Find the odd man out :

(1) Flood (2) Earthquake

(3) Drought (4) Bomb explosion
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